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As a Senior Java developer, you will be
responsible for developing high performing,
scalable & secure Java applications and micro-
services for B2C and B2B products.
Work with DevOps team to deploy applications
on cloud or on-premise infrastructure.
Understand product design docs &
requirements, translate into technical
documents & development roadmap.
You are expected to communicate work status
and pro-actively highlight any delays to the
product release.
You are expected to be aware of best practices
in software engineering, emerging trends and
technologies thus driving thought leadership in
SE practice for Valiance.
You are also expected to drive POC's (proof of
concepts), lead potential client discussions
thus contributing to business growth.

JOB DESCRIPTION



Strong knowledge of data structures, OOPS, design
patterns, multi-threading concepts.
Write maintainable, secure, modular code & high-
performance code.
Knowledge of TDD, writing unit test cases 
Programming Languages & Frameworks: Java, Sprint
Boot, Shell Scripting
Strong knowledge of No-SQL databases like Redis,
MongoDB & Message queues like Kafka/Pulsar
Working Knowledge of AWS platform & CI/CD tools like
docker is preferred.
Excellent communication skills, both written & oral.
Ability to learn new skills quickly, adjust to the
changing needs of the project.
You are highly enthusiastic about your work
Ability to multi-task, manage high-pressure release
scenarios occasionally. 

TECHNICAL AND PERSONAL SKILLSET

1 round of introductory discussion
Hands on technical exercise with screen sharing
Client technical discussion
HR evaluation.

INTERVIEW PROCESS



FOLLOW US

We help companies convert data into actionable intelligence
using strong data science, data engineering & cloud engineering
skills matched with critical business thinking.

LETS GROW 
TOGETHER!
About Valiance Analytics

|    Visit us at-  www.valiancesolutions.com

WFH with Flexible timings1

Twice a year appraisal for
high performers
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Be a part of company's
ESOP pool
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Sponsorship of Cloud
Certifications
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Get to work on exciting
projects 
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Why work with us?


